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Text Mining Stewardship Sermons
Rosanna Anderson

Abstract: Preaching about stewardship is a perennial concern for pastors. The
advice that many mainline books on stewardship offer is for pastors to become more
comfortable with talking about money. Another recommendation is to follow
secular fundraising practices and speak about giving in positive terms like
opportunity rather than obligation. But are pastors following this advice? How are
pastors actually asking for financial support during their stewardship sermons?
Having read and published reviews of numerous books with theories about what
pastors and church leaders could do to increase financial giving, I set out to find
empirical information about what preachers are actually saying in mainline
churches to inspire generosity. By understanding and describing connections in a
broad survey of recent stewardship sermons, I hope to contribute to the discussion
from the point of view of what is rather than what should be. I collected and
analyzed a large set of stewardship sermons in order to gain perspective on trends
in this specific genre of preaching.

Preaching on stewardship is a perennial concern for pastors who rely
on the congregation’s financial support to sustain the church’s ministries.
My research sought to provide pastors with theological and empirical
foundations for effective preaching on financial giving. I used technological
methods to gather recent stewardship sermons by American preachers. I
conducted a textual analysis on the dataset using Voyant Tools.
Sermons are being analyzed in other text mining research projects.
A team has analyzed a group of nearly twelve thousand recent sermons by
pastors in the Evangelical‐Lutheran Church in Denmark, noting the ways
that men and women pastors used “gendered pronouns and associated
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verbs … [for] how they assign agency to male and female characters.”1 The
corpus of three hundred sermons by Jonathan Edwards has been studied
by Jan Rybicki and Michal Choiński to detect “rhetorical features” in
comparison with sermons by other eighteenth‐century American preachers
in the Great Awakening.2 Their work employed stylometric analysis, which
involves identifying tell‐tale words, phrases, or verbs that a writer uses, so
that when comparing texts this analysis could help to determine ”the
probability of correlation between datasets based on the likelihood that
salient features will be shared between them.“3 Rybicki and Choiński used
this method to study the influence of editor Thomas Foxcroft on treatises
by Jonathan Edwards.4 The question is, can one gain fruitful insight from
sermons using data mining without the luxury of large teams or budgets?
This work demonstrates the usefulness of data mining as a methodology in
the hands of a single researcher. As an undergraduate, I did a double major
in English and philosophy, so I enjoy doing close readings of texts.
Attention to detail was important in this research. However, because of the
nature of big data I had to adjust my thinking and approach it from an
overview. As Wharton School of Business professor Raghuran Iyengar
noted in an interview, to do textual analysis one must first learn “to sit back
a little bit, understand what the data structure is, understand what the key
problem is, and then dive into the data to do the appropriate kind of
analysis, as opposed to kind of trying to find the needle in the haystack.”5
The volume of data produced may seem overwhelming. The way to meet
the challenge inherent in dealing with a massive amount of data is to
address the material in categories with one’s own organizing framework of

Anne Agersnap, Ross Deans Kristensen‐McLachlan, Kirstine Helboe Johansen,
Uffe Schjødt, Kristoffer Laigaard Nielbo, “Sermons as Data: Introducing a Corpus of 11,955
Danish Sermons,” Journal of Cultural Analytics 12 (2020): 1‐27. DOI: 10.22148/001c.18238.
2 Michal Choiński and Jan Rybicki, ”Is God Really Angry at Sinners? A Stylometric
Study of Jonathan Edwards’s Representations of God,“ pp. 349–59, in The Global Edwards,
ed. Rhys S. Bezzant (Eugene, OR: Wipf & Stock, 2017).
3 Vanderbilt Digital Humanities, ”Stylometric Analysis.“ See https://www.
vanderbilt.edu/digitalhumanities/using‐r‐for‐stylometric‐analysis‐with‐the‐stylo‐
package/, accessed 3/18/21.
4 Michal Choiński and Jan Rybicki, “Jonathan Edwards and Thomas Foxcroft:
Pursuing Stylometric Traces of the Editor,“ Americastudien/American Studies 63 2 (2018):
141‐158.
5 Victor Cho and Raghuran Iyengar, “Big Data’s Biggest Challenge: How to Avoid
Getting Lost in the Weeds,” Interview transcript published in Knowledge@Wharton
(Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania, March 14, 2019), 8. See https://knowledge.
wharton.upenn.edu/article/data‐analytics‐challenges/, accessed 3/18/21.
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specific inquiries to pursue. I decided to find out if pastors implemented
the changes recommended by stewardship theorists.
Theories to Improve Preaching on Financial Stewardship
I conducted my doctoral research while I was Associate Director of
Stewardship at Discipleship Ministries, a program agency of The United
Methodist Church in Nashville, Tennessee. I read and wrote reviews of
dozens of books and resources on financial stewardship. The theories and
recommendations to improve the practice of preaching were a small part of
the writing on stewardship. I gleaned seven theories that could be applied
across church contexts. I distilled the theories into two categories: four
actions to take and three approaches to avoid. The process of applying these
theories to one’s preaching ministry over time could bring a greater sense
of appreciation for God’s grace and providence at work in the pastor’s life
and improve the congregation’s response in terms of generous giving.
Implementing the theories in the first category involves taking four
actions. First, preach about generosity at many times throughout the year,
not just during an autumn stewardship campaign.6 Second, include
sermons on a wide range of passages from the whole Bible, applying God’s
wisdom from both the Old Testament and New Testament.7 Third, lift up
positive connections to giving, such as honoring God and the joy that comes
from being generous.8 Fourth, invite people to contribute to the mission of
For more information on developing a yearlong plan or year‐round stewardship,
see Scott McKenzie, Generosity Rising: Lead a Stewardship Revolution in Your Church
(Nashville: Abingdon Press, 2006), 65‐84; Betsy Schwarzentraub, Afire with God: Becoming
Spirited Stewards (Nashville: Discipleship Resources, 2007), 91‐96; Michael Reeves and
Jennifer Tyler, Faith and Money: Understanding Annual Giving in the Church (Nashville:
Discipleship Resources, 2003), 78‐85.
7 Advocates for preaching on stewardship from the whole Bible and resources
include Clayton L. Smith, Propel: Good Stewardship, Greater Generosity (Nashville: Abingdon
Press, 2015), 67‐74; Craig A. Satterlee, Preaching and Stewardship: Proclaiming God’s Invitation
to Grow (Herndon, VA: Alban Institute, 2011), 47; Herb Miller, Full Disclosure: Everything
the Bible Says About Money (Nashville: Discipleship Resources, 2003), 5; Robert C.
Heerspink, Becoming a Firstfruits Congregation: A Stewardship Guide for Church Leaders
(Published by the Barnabas Foundation, Orland Park, IL; CRC Publications, Grand Rapids,
MI; and Reformed Church in America Foundation, New York, NY, 1996), 68; David N.
Moser, The Stewardship Companion: Lectionary Resources for Preaching (Louisville:
Westminster John Knox Press, 2007).
8 See books by J. Clif Christopher, including God vs. Money: Winning Strategies in
the Combat Zone (Nashville: Abingdon Press, 2018); The Church Money Manual: Best Practices
for Finance and Stewardship (Nashville: Abingdon Press, 2014); Not Your Parents’ Offering
Plate: A New Vision for Financial Stewardship (Nashville: Abingdon Press, 2008), 100.
6
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God’s kingdom in which their contribution is valued and makes a
difference for people who receive help and hope.9
A counterbalance is contained in the second category of three
approaches to avoid. First, do not let money overwhelm the proclamation
of the Word or God’s action and power in our lives, the church, and the
world.10 Second, do not use negative terms like obligation that people
associate with duty and instead frame giving as an opportunity or
invitation.11 Third, avoid taking a heavy‐handed approach such as a guilt‐
trip or relying on fear with a threat of cutting ministries.12 Within these
categories, the practical advice may be difficult to implement if a pastor
struggles with speaking publicly about money. It is important to be aware
that a pastor’s money autobiography or emotions about speaking on
financial issues may influence his or her sermon delivery and have an
impact on the congregation’s responses.13
Preparation
Textual analysis allows searching a group of texts for key terms and
related phrases. To prepare, I created lists of biblical terms and words
identified as positive or negative relating to stewardship.
I read Text Analysis with R for Students of Literature by Matthew L.
Jockers in the series Quantitative Methods in the Humanities and Social
Sciences.14 Jockers provides accessible descriptions of ways to apply R
programming in text mining for those from a humanities background. I

A particularly eloquent description of this is found in Henri J. M. Nouwen, A
Spirituality of Fundraising, ed. John S. Mogabgab (Nashville: Upper Room Books, 2011), 16.
10 Craig A. Satterlee, Preaching and Stewardship: Proclaiming God’s Invitation to Grow
(Herndon, VA: Alban Institute, 2011), 29.
11 George McCully, Philanthropy Reconsidered: Private Initiatives, Public Good, Quality
of Life (Bloomington: AuthorHouse, 2008), quoted by William G. Enright in Kitchen Table
Giving: Reimagining How Congregations Connect with Their Donors (Lexington: CreateSpace,
2017), 4. See also J. Barrie Shepherd, Whatever Happened to Delight? Preaching the Gospel in
Poetry and Parables (Louisville: Westminster John Knox Press, 2006), 2.
12 See Donald W. Joiner, Creating a Climate of Giving (Nashville: Discipleship
Resources, 2001), 12‐19; and Heerspink, Becoming a Firstfruits Congregation: A Stewardship
Guide for Church Leaders, 68.
13
Rosanna Anderson, “Walk in Newness of Life with Your Money
Autobiography,” Giving: Growing Joyful Stewards in Your Congregation 21 3 (2018): 21.
14 Matthew L. Jockers, Text Analysis with R for Students of Literature. Quantitative
Methods in the Humanities and Social Sciences (Cham, Switzerland: Springer, 2014).
9
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appreciate his examples from literature, including Moby Dick and the novels
of Jane Austen.15
When I was ready to conduct the textual analysis, I found that
Amazon Web Services (AWS) makes it relatively easy for anyone to set up
an account to use their tools for analyzing texts. I used AWS to assemble
my data and conduct my research.
Criteria for Sermon Selection
A key criterion for the sermons was that they were recent. They
reflected on the situation in churches during the decade after the worldwide
economic crisis, “the Great Recession” in 2008 and 2009.16 Most sermons in
my dataset were from 2014 to 2018. This was due to availability, since not
every church has a website with a sermon archive that is maintained
beyond a few years.
I created Excel sheets to categorize information about each sermon in
my dataset. The categories were the preacher’s name, Bible passage(s),
sermon title, church name, denomination, town/city, and state. Most
sermons focused on one passage. I also noted the gender of the preacher in
case that would be part of a future study of the corpus. To determine how
many sermons discussed stewardship themes at times other than autumns,
which contributes to more of a year‐round stewardship emphasis, I kept
track of the date for each sermon.
Data Collection
To conduct the textual analysis, I gathered a large group of recent
stewardship sermons. My goal was to work with a dataset large enough to
reveal trends across a wide spectrum of American sermons. The process of
collecting and cleaning the data was very time‐consuming. I gathered, read,
and analyzed one hundred eighty‐five recent stewardship sermons. A
group of sixty‐five mainline Protestant sermons I read as Word or PDF files.
Another group of sixty‐eight United Methodist sermons I read as PDF files.
Jockers gave a lecture on “Novel Analytics from James Joyce to The Bestseller
Code” at the Vanderbilt University Digital Humanities Center on April 5, 2017. After
attending the lecture, I asked him questions about my plans to apply text mining to my
research. He was interested in my work with sermons as a relatively unstudied genre of
texts. He wondered if I might explore whether text mining could be used to identify the
denomination of the preacher, for example.
16 Robert Rich, “The Great Recession December 2007 – June 2009” in Federal
Reserve History. See https://www.federalreservehistory.org/essays/great‐recession‐of‐
200709 accessed 3/18/21.
15
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The fifty‐two sermons in my final dataset for computer textual analysis
were sermon transcriptions by United Methodist pastors.
The source of sermons was church websites. Sermons were offered
in text form, as an audio recording, a video recording, or a combination of
formats. By publishing sermons online pastors made them available to the
worldwide public, so my research was considered fair use. When I
conducted this research in 2018, many church websites did not provide
worship resources. I specified the Word document format in my search.
Then I included PDFs, but some could not be converted because they are
basically a photograph of a text. Initially, I limited my data set to sermon
texts. Then I included audio recordings. Many churches offer sermon
videos on their website through Vimeo or a YouTube channel. I reviewed
ten sermon videos but decided transcribing them would take too much
time.
In the process of gathering data, I utilized Amazon Mechanical Turk
(MTurk).17 I created a job request for workers to search the websites of the
two hundred thirty‐seven United Church of Christ congregations in the
Connecticut conference. Ninety had a worship page but only twenty
included sermons. Eight were on stewardship: four in a text format and four
audio or video recordings. To sum up, ten percent of those churches posted
sermons on their website, less than half of which included one on
stewardship. The yield of eight stewardship sermons from a possible two
hundred thirty‐seven churches indicates why it took more than one
hundred hours to gather my dataset.
Next, I gathered sermons by United Methodist pastors in America.
About half of the stewardship books that I reviewed were by United
Methodists. This denomination has a range of theological views and
demographic factors to provide interesting comparisons. I found sermons
from each of the fifty‐four annual conferences or regional bodies. To gather
one hundred twenty United Methodist stewardship sermons, I checked
more than one thousand church websites.
Steps for Textual Analysis
In Amazon Web Services, I created a “bucket” using the “Simple
Storage Service” (S3). It is a collection of materials like a file folder to keep
work files organized. I named it “Stewardship‐Entities” for my documents.
I specified “Stewardship‐Texts” and created one document per file. The
MTurk is a crowdfunding marketplace empowering individuals to outsource
work where it can be performed virtually. See https://www.mturk.com/.
17
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default setting is up to one hundred buckets, but it is possible to increase
the limit if needed.
I downloaded the sermon recordings into AWS since my computer
could not handle that much data. I uploaded them into Amazon Transcribe
and created a job, requesting the sermon recording be used to create a text
document. I named it the sermon title. This created a sermon text
manuscript based on the audio file of the preacher’s proclamation.
I learned how to clean the data to prepare it for analysis. Data
munging, also called data wrangling, is a process of removing extraneous
information that could trip up the program.18 I went into each sermon
transcript and deleted the excess computer code in the text. The code after
the sermon was about three times longer than the sermon text. The code
indicated the percentage of certainty that each word transcribed was
accurate. I opened the transcription, created a new file, copied the text,
found the accrued code, deleted it, created a new file, and saved the clean
sermon text document in my “Stewardship‐Texts.”
Project Implementation
The use of text‐mining software proved instructive for analyzing
sermons. An interesting feature was the ability to make adjustments and
run additional analyses based on what emerged. In the early days of speech
recognition software, it was half‐jokingly referred to as “beach wreck
ignition” software. Progress has been made, but I found examples of why
that moniker still holds true. When I checked the first transcription of a
sermon by reading it while listening to the recording, I found mistakes.
Computer software may be confused by the speaker’s accent. Without
checking the transcription against the audio recording, results could be
skewed.
To mitigate such difficulties, Amazon Transcribe offers a helpful
feature: the option to upload your own dictionary of terms. I created a
“Stewardship Dictionary,” of biblical and theological terms. The file format
was a CSV, which stands for comma‐separated values. It is a list of words
separated by commas to assist the speech recognition software in
identifying terms. I found a list specified for use with a Creative Commons
license, a “Glossary of Theological Terms in Alphabetical Order” by

Mode Analytics, “Data Wrangling.” See https://mode.com/sql‐tutorial/data‐
wrangling‐with‐sql/, accessed 3/18/21.
18
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Rebecca Stark.19 I lightly edited it, added books of the Bible, names of
biblical people and places, theologians, and some Methodist terms that I
thought might be in the dataset.
Summary of Results
I analyzed key terms and phrases in my dataset, the corpus. In any
genre of texts, there are “stop words” that are commonly found but not very
revealing, such as if, but, the, and, of. Another technical practice is stemming.
This is the option to specify a stem word followed by an asterisk in order to
include in the search all forms of the word. For example, specifying “grac*”
causes related terms such as grace, graced, graces, graceful, and gracious, if
present, to appear in the results.
For textual analysis, I used Voyant Tools, “a web‐based text reading
and analysis environment . . . designed to make it easy for you to work with
your own text or collection of texts in a variety of formats.”20 Among its
features is an illustrative word cloud called a cirrus.

Figure 1: Cirrus, or word cloud of the 115 most frequently used words in the corpus
The top ten most frequently occurring important words were found
in this order: God, know, Jesus, it’s, just, people, like, life, things, world. As
expected, God and Jesus were in the top three terms of this group of
sermons. The second most‐often used word is know, which reflects the
sermon as a teaching tool, a means to grow in understanding of Scripture
and in relationship with the Lord, and to be formed in faith and Christian
living. Since preaching is a spoken medium, another way the word know
may be used is in the expression, “you know,” to introduce something
Rebecca Stark, “Glossary of Theological Terms in Alphabetical Order,” on the
Rebecca Writes blog. See http://rebecca‐writes.com/theological‐terms‐in‐ao/, accessed
3/18/21.
20 See https://voyant‐tools.org/docs/#!/guide/start.
19
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important or personal. That phrase can also be a filler. These terms reflect
the ways pastors seek to connect the church with people and ministries in
the community and the world.
The next group of ten frequently used words (the eleventh through
twentieth) were church, time, love, want, going, today, kind, make, little, right.
Sermons become relevant when they address how God’s word in biblical
times speaks to situations in our time. These terms include active verbs. The
words kind and little may show kindness or caring toward those who are
vulnerable. Those terms are also used in casual phrases “kind of” and “a
little bit.” The word right may be combined with make to express action for
justice or restitution.
The following eight most frequently used words (the twenty‐first
through twenty‐eighth) were need, really, we’re, heart, offer, giving, thank,
together. This is a pinnacle of meaningful terms that ideally are central to
stewardship sermons that express the urgency of responding from the heart
through giving, with thankfulness, as a corporate body. Saying we’re is
inclusive, inviting all to be part of initiatives being done as a group. The
business world has noted the powerful effects of using together when
addressing a team to prompt affirmative replies to a call to action.
Use of recommended practices
Next, I checked for evidence of whether, and to what extent, pastors
have applied the theories recommended to improve preaching for financial
stewardship that I identified. The first recommended practice is to preach
on stewardship throughout the year. Sixty‐five percent of the sermons were
preached during the traditional stewardship season between September
and December. Almost a third of the sermons were not preached in autumn.
A quarter of the sermons on stewardship themes were preached in January
through April. Ten percent of sermons on giving were preached in May
through August. The year naturally divides into these time groups since
school and church ministry schedules tend to separate into seasons.
Stewardship themes often went with Revised Common Lectionary
passages for the day. A rich array of stewardship themes complemented
the liturgical seasons. Advent and Epiphany sermons presented themes of
expectation and gift‐giving by God, the Magi, and people today. In Lent,
discipleship and discipline were highlighted in connection with devoting
resources God gives us to be generous to others. The Easter season had
sermons of joyful response and renewed dedication to thankful giving.
Summer sermons reflected on experiences of sharing resources in mission
trips, camps, and vacation Bible school. Throughout the year, gifts, giving,
Discernment: Theology and the Practice of Ministry, 7, 2 (2021), 1‐20.
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generosity, gratitude were used when stewardship was not. A study of given
reveals it referred to God the original giver, or humans who received, or
people who passed along a gift to someone in need.
Table 1: Examples of “given” in the context of sentences in the corpus
Preceeding
mission no as Christians were
said to him you have
for the opportunity that you’ve
there is a lot more
those dollars hours that were
was up on the mountain,
and failures. Though inheritors are
many things, no one is
surprising amount of space is
of God. What has God
What do you have been
the Lord, and he has
who have more will be
gift that this man had

Term
given
given
given
given
given
given
given
given
given
given
given
given
given
given

Following
a mission not to stay
the right answer do this
to us at the church
than pledges so we always
to the bank and repurpose
Moses instructions about building the
many things, no one is
a meaningful life. You don’t
to it in Scripture. Whether
? What has God done for
? What have you done with
us light. Let us three
and they will have an
him and he starts doing

The second recommended practice is to preach from the whole Bible.
Many Old and New Testament passages were used for sermons on giving.
Sermons gave examples of God’s provision and human responsibility to
love our neighbors. One‐third of the messages were based on Old
Testament passages. Within the Hebrew scriptures, half of the sermons
used the Pentateuch as their guiding text. These sermons include themes
such as the Ten Commandments, honor God by giving, thank God through
tithing, the golden calf, and manna in the wilderness. The other Hebrew
passages were equally divided between the prophets and writings or
history. Some messages on Psalms focused on dwelling in God’s house, “it
all belongs to God,” and “How long, Lord?” Themes from the prophets and
history centered on God’s abundance, whole‐hearted generosity, and the
inheritance of the daughters of Zelophehad.
Two‐thirds of the sermons were based on New Testament passages.
Within this grouping, two‐thirds were based on Gospels and Acts, while
the remaining third focused on epistles or Revelation. Messages on the
gospels included sowing and reaping, Zacchaeus, the widow’s mite, Jesus’
encouragement “do not worry” (Matt 6:25‐34), the Beatitudes, gifts and
talents, and the parable of the rich man and Lazarus. Some sermons from
the epistles lifted up contentment as the secret to joy, offer yourselves as
Discernment: Theology and the Practice of Ministry, 7, 2 (2021), 1‐20.
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living sacrifices, “living the life that is life” (1 Tim 6:19), and God’s provision
in the new heaven and new earth.
The third recommended practice is to uplift positive terms
associated with giving. Words such as grace, gratitude, and honor sought to
evoke a response of wanting to give more. Pastors promoted joy in giving
and excitement about sharing in churchwide efforts for the greater good.
They highlighted the spiritual benefits of generosity that blesses the giver
and receiver. They engaged their congregation with God’s message to
which they may gladly respond in the offering. A cluster of terms related
to positive responses to God’s grace include give, faith, and joy.

Along the x axis, the sermon number in the corpus (documents in
this analysis) refers to the text transcriptions of fifty‐two sermons by United
Methodists in my dataset (to use the sermon number to find the sermon
title and location in which it was delivered, see the Appendix). The first
sermon title is “A Good Kind of Sacrifice” and the fourth is “All that is God
Does Not Glitter,” for example.
The y axis indicates the relative frequencies of the terms. Within each
sermon, certain terms may or may not be used, and other terms may be
repeated more often. Since the average sermon is five pages, single‐spaced,
and each page of text using twelve‐point font is typically 250 words, the
Discernment: Theology and the Practice of Ministry, 7, 2 (2021), 1‐20.
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total number of words in an average sermon is 1,250 words. The data points
on the graph for the relative frequencies on the y axis indicate the
percentage of times the term was used in each sermon.
In the corpus, the word pray was used three times as often as joy.
Sermon content often lends itself to discussions of prayer, especially in
response to needs in the church, community, or world. Requesting prayer
invites people to become spiritually involved and emotionally engaged in
seeking God’s help for the outcome, and to give money if they are able.
The fourth recommended practice is to invite people to contribute to
the mission of God’s kingdom. Pastors described stewardship as a way to
experience satisfaction by being part of the church helping the world. They
told stories of people who would benefit from financial support for
ministries. Preachers sought to connect with people’s idealism and prompt
feelings of compassion. They engaged listeners with the hope of sharing in
God’s kingdom drawing near in many ways. Terms related to contributing
to God’s kingdom were used often, including love, heart, bless, thank,
together, contentment, and provide. Below is a set of examples with blessings
in sermons.
Table 2: Examples of “blessings” in context in sentences in the corpus
Preceeding
that they would be sweet
great big God, that his
to be generous with the
praising God, from whom all
us. Generous people experience
you can receive them as
that I have so many
but the truth is, the
don’t tend to focus on
tend to focus on the
do we always remember salvation,
we able to recognize the
nothing wrong with all the
focused so much on the
you these blessings? Ordain these

Term
blessings
blessings
blessings
blessings
blessings
blessings
blessings
blessings
blessings
blessings
blessings
blessings
blessings
blessings
blessings

Following
upon your ears, from our
have just begun. Put my
that God has given to
flow, the doxology that
every day, and giving generously
and gifts. But then turn
in my life, why would
were there all the time
. That was very good time
, especially if the blessing comes
, life giving gifts? Doing it
that we’ve been giving? The
that God has restored on
instead of the Creator, who
to be part of your

Avoidance of practices cautioned against
I checked for the three practices that were cautioned against in
stewardship theories. These are the approaches to be avoided. The first
caution is not to let money overwhelm proclaiming the Word. Money was
Discernment: Theology and the Practice of Ministry, 7, 2 (2021), 1‐20.
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not the most vivid part of the sermon nor was it allowed to overshadow the
good news. Preachers made God the subject of their sermons five times as
often as money.

One exception among the sermons, “Predictable Success with
Money” shows the highest number of occurrences of money compared to
God. In reading the sermon text, however, it is clear that money is used the
most because it is the sermon’s theme, and this is the longest sermon. The
preacher also referred to God in other ways, such as Heavenly Father, He,
Jesus, Lord, and Spirit, which were not included in this word cluster.
Messages that focused on God more than money emerged from
passages from the whole Bible. Preachers focused on giving thanks to God,
being entrusted with God’s property, living by extreme faith, “it is God’s
money,” gratitude, hope, “little is much in the Lord’s hands,” poor and
happy, and generosity. Related themes included “you can’t take it with
you,” and “Why do the rich get richer?” Some preachers crafted puns on
giving, such as “stewarding the ship” or “thanks‐living.” Pastors put a twist
on popular phrases to connect with the church and wider public.
Below is a set of examples of how money was used in seventeen
sermons. It is referred to directly, but not in ways counter to the warnings
noted earlier.

Discernment: Theology and the Practice of Ministry, 7, 2 (2021), 1‐20.
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Table 3: Examples of “money” in context in sentences in the corpus
Preceeding
could be something else of
raise a lot of their
see who can raise more
we don’t raise as much
much if we raise more
wouldn’t have to spend any
while that’s a lot of
that is a lot of
we spend a lot of
want a sermon we spend
relationships, part‐time jobs, and
says this about wealthy, says
ground and hid his master’s
ought to have invested my
later the text, it says
is going to spend the

Term
money
money
money
money
money
money
money
money
money
money
money
money
money
money
money
money

Following
like eternal life could be
and we just thought let’s
fresh horses at their dance
as the fire firemen uh
than they do when they
on that but it is
that’s spent and I would
but let me tell you
towards that seventeen percent
we don’t have to buy
many people who aren’t wealthy
is one of the acid
after a long time the
with the bankers and on
and you have got a
she was working hard for

The second caution is to avoid negative terms such as “obligation.”
The words duty, responsibility, expectation, obligation were used infrequently
in my dataset. The word ought was used one tenth as often as opportunity. It
is important to remember that should and ought could be part of an
impassioned plea to respond with generosity, rather than to induce guilt.
There were few instances of covet and envy. Although these concepts were
identified as negative, they are important theologically. This is an area
pastors could explore in preaching on stewardship.
Sacrifice is another important theological concept that was identified
as negative. It could actually be positive, depending on how it is used and
whether it refers to the actions of God and Christ, or humankind. Sacrifice
may be used by a person to describe wonder at receiving a significant gift
of love from God, a friend, or a stranger. The word sacrifice was addressed
in sermons almost as often as provide, contentment, response, and willing. The
terms faithful and faithfulness, referring to God and humankind, were used
six times as often as sacrifice.
The third caution is to avoid heavy‐handed approaches. Searching
for keywords has limitations, including the ability to assess tone. As Nan
Du points out, “human reading can catch more nuances, exceptions,
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ambiguities, and qualifications” than textual analysis.21 Without listening
to or reading the full sermon text, it is difficult to identify a manipulative
message. Much of the art of preaching is contextual. This dataset did not
include sermons that rely on strong‐arm tactics. Pastors may not want to
upload those sermons to their church’s website.
Preachers did not employ many negative terms in this set of
sermons. They did emphasize practical concerns of people in need of
assistance in order to mobilize generous responses. Below is a graph of the
relative frequency of a cluster of terms: need, grace, enough. In creating this
word cluster, I sought connections with God’s faithfulness and provision.
Those who feel they have enough may more readily share what they have
with others. Pastors spoke more often about people’s need to give and the
needs of other people that their church could seek to meet.

Thoughtful preachers respond to spiritual and practical challenges
in their context. Notably, a pastor whose church was affected by the 2017
flood in the Nashville area preached on the enemies of gratitude. Those
insights also applied to people whose home is intact. The pastor bravely
Nan Z. Du, “The Computational Case against Computational Literary Studies,”
Critical Inquiry 34 (Spring 2019): 620.
21
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engaged the challenges of materialism to answer the congregation’s
concerns in a very tough time.
Unique terms revealed references to personal stories or incidents in
the community. These included names of people in different generations,
such as Christina, Cody, Jeb, Katie, Tommy, and Whitney. They were
people in the congregation or those who had been met through mission
experiences beyond the church. Sermon themes responded to current
events, such as providing relief for people affected by disasters.
Table 4 – Word frequency and uniqueness
Most frequent words in corpus: God (1253), know (706), it’s (705), Jesus (686), just (677)
Distinctive words (compared to the rest of the corpus)
#
Sermon Title
Unique words
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

A good kind of sacrifice
A great opportunity
Acting like disciples
All that is God
Apples don’t fall far
Blessed to be a blessing
Can rich people
Contentment
Countercultural
Daughters of Zeloph . . .
Disappointment
Encouraging generosity
Entitlement
Extravagant generosity
Extravagant generosity
Five commitments
Generosity is a practice
Generous giving
Gift of our commitment
Give to God
Giving all you have
Giving gas 36 miles
Giving to God’s glory
Greed: enemies of . . .
Honoring God
It’s not a golden calf
Jesus and Zacchaeus

Jude (16), James (14), Acts (20), Kings (18), Amos (8)
Moat (15), Moz, (9), lawyer (13), horses (7), trunk (6)
Percent (12), Russia (6), buildings (4), David (5), flip (3)
Golden (23), Moses (16), calves (7), calf (10), glitter (6)
Humility (20), humble (15), Jones (12), James (17), beard (7)
Talents (18), gift (45), Tommy (5), Springs (5), socks (5)
Monkey (14), warning (11), rich (18), respectable (5)
Contentment (15), Jude (22), John (48), fish (9), Luke (24)
Jordan (5), coffee (6), Randy (4), receiving (6), receive (14)
Daughters (10), laws (11), land (17), stand (29), law (12)
Land (23), disappointment (6), promised (8), angry (7)
Whitney (24), Christina (9), offering (23), Paul (21)
Wedding (24), invitation (24), invited (16), banquet (6)
Paralyzed (9), victim (7), scribes (7), mat (5), faith (48)
Shepherd (23), sheep (23), compassion (22), bishop (7)
Timmy (7), legalism (6), Kim (6), benefit (5), monetary (3)
Zacchaeus (17), thankful (17), salvation (17), choices (7)
Farmer (7), reaping (7), capital (7), sowing (6), principle (7)
Isaiah (16), temple (11), quarter (7), king (11), lips (6)
Caesar (18), Caesar’s (5), Herodians (6), Katie (4)
Poker (11), chips (8), Vegas (6), playing (8), push (8)
Isaiah (11), pledge (11), gas (11), despair (5), penny (7)
Corinthians (15), Paul (24), cheerful (11),concern (7)
Taxes (9), belong (10), Roman (7), coin (7), symbol (5)
Generous (23), box (10), honor (12), wheels (3), Proverbs (5)
Shiny (7), Aaron (7), prevailing (5), lions (5), Cody (5)
Justice (12), violence (6), exile (5), cares (7), sorrow (3)
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Unique terms were usually featured in sermon illustrations, such as
details of encounters with people at the grocery store, gas station, or
Starbucks. The materials of contemporary life were featured in stories about
socks, LEGO, glitter, monkeys, and surprises. Prominent illustrations were
seen in groups of related terms, for example poker, chips, and Vegas to
describe being “all in” for the Lord and totally committed to living by
generosity.
Sermons referred to or quoted theologians John Wesley, C.S. Lewis,
Howard Thurman, Christian stewardship leader Larry Burkett of Crown
Financial Ministries, and pastors Tom Berlin and Tim Keller. Fictional
characters included Scrooge, Indiana Jones, and Inigo Montoya from “The
Princess Bride.” Other historical figures included Robert F. Kennedy,
philosopher Arthur Schopenhauer, and fiction writer Charles Dickens.
These sermons also cited the following church stewardship books: Don’t
Waste Your Life by John Piper, Enough by Adam Hamilton, Shiny Gods by
Mike Slaughter, Treasure by Jacob Armstrong, and extravagant generosity
in the Five Practices series by Robert Schnase. Variations on themes by
Wesley, along with church membership commitments, were also used in
sermons.
Applying Text Mining to Sermons
Text mining has benefits and limitations when applied to sermons.
The benefits of text mining as I used it in this study included discovering
what subjects and objects were discussed in this large group of texts. It was
also helpful to be able to quantify how often certain words or phrases were
used, and to compare the relative frequency of terms. Text mining also
revealed unique words, people, books, places, and items within the texts
that indicated specific interests, narratives, and experiences that resonated
with the sermon’s original hearers. Limitations of text mining have to do
with difficulty in determining the tone or emphasis for how words were
used in context, and how that may have changed within the progression of
a particular sermon. An area of text mining has been developed to catch
more nuances in texts called sentiment analysis, “a process of determining
whether a statement is positive, negative, or neutral.”22 Further study of
stewardship sermons could explore this area.
To conclude, after stepping back from the details, preaching may be
viewed as crafting a spoken bridge from the Bible to today. An engaging
“What Is Sentiment Analysis?” See https://www.lexalytics.com/technology/
sentiment‐analysis, accessed 3/18/21.
22
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sermon connects people in a particular time and place to timeless truth in
Scripture. The world of the Bible may seem remote in terms of time and
physical distance. Yet, because God’s Word is living and active, the Spirit
of the risen Christ speaks to us now through the Bible and the preacher’s
proclamation. Creating a sermon is a combined effort with the Lord, who
draws us together in worship where Christ faithfully meets us with a
message that applies to our lives. Preachers in different types of churches
are bringing people sermons of hope, challenge, wisdom, and faith.
Sermons for generosity combine grace with law, helping listeners recognize
God’s faithfulness and purposes for their life. Pastors are proclaiming good
news to which all in the community of faith may respond “with glad and
generous hearts” (Acts 2:46) to share Christ’s love and kindness with our
neighbors.
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#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43

APPENDIX
Titles for Text Mining of UMC Stewardship Sermon Transcripts
Title
City
“A Good Kind of Sacrifice”
Brownsville
“A Great Opportunity”
Harrisburg
“Acting like Disciples”
Chapel Hill
“All that Is God Does Not Glitter”
Benton
“Apples Donʹt Fall Far”
Benton
“Blessed to Be a Blessing”
Rock Spring
“Can Rich People Get into Heaven?”
Virginia Beach
“Contentment in a Discontented Time”
Mechanicsburg
“Countercultural: It Is Better to Give than to Receive” Norman
“Daughters of Zelophehad”
Cedar Rapids
“Disappointment: Enemies of Gratitude”
Houston
“Encouraging Generosity”
Boise
“Entitlement: Enemies of Gratitude”
Houston
“Extravagant Generosity”
Moorestown
“Extravagant Generosity”
Newnan
“Five Commitments: Gifts”
Madison
“Generosity Is a Practice”
Leander
“Generous Giving”
Phoenix
“Gift of Our Commitment”
Peoria
“Give to God What Is Godʹs”
Milford
“Giving All You Have”
Las Vegas
“Giving Gas 36 Miles”
Kensington
“Giving to Godʹs Glory”
Somerset
“Greed: Enemies of Gratitude”
Houston
“Honoring God with Our Gifts”
Cicero
“It’s Not a Golden Calf”
Parker
“Jesus and Zacchaeus”
Dover
“Living and Serving with Empty Cupboards”
Kingsport
“Living in God’s Economy”
Aiea
“Living Sacrifices”
Newnan
“Nostalgia: Enebies of Gratitude”
Houston
“Otherish Givers”
Cutchogue
“Owning”
Huntsville
“Pillars of Discipleship: Give”
Allen
“Predictable Success with Money”
Carlsbad
“Seeking Aliveness”
Seatttle
“Squinty‐Eyed Living”
West Lawn
“Stewardship: Engage”
Montgomery
“Stewardship”
Kingston
“Strangest Stewardship Sermon”
Watsontown
“Summer Spiritual Generosity”
Lake Charles
“Tethered to God: When We Get it Right”
Austin
“Thanks Living”
Marietta
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ST
VT
SD
NC
KY
AR
WY
VA
PA
OK
IA
TX
ID
TX
NJ
GA
MS
TX
AZ
IL
NH
NV
MD
KY
TX
NY
CO
DE
TN
HI
GA
GA
NY
AL
TX
NM
WA
PA
AL
RI
PA
LA
TX
GA
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44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52

“The Currency of Grace”
“The Goodness of Giving”
“The Ten Commandments”
“Vow: Gifts Received and Given”
“What Are You Counting?”
“What Can You Bring?”
“Where Is Your Treasure?”
“Where Is Your Treasure?”
“Why Do the Rich Get Richer?”

Charleston
Jennerstown
Smyrna
Nashville
Lakehills
Columbus
The Colony
Tampa
Virginia Beach
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